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coherence. The challenge is to reduce the overhead of
the software coherence protocols and to implement eÆcient
shared virtual memory that performs well with various
applications on large-scale machines.
There are several factors that limit the performance of
a shared virtual memory implementation. First, the large
coherence granularity imposed by the underlying virtual
memory page size induces false sharing and fragmentation for most applications. This e ect contributes to a
higher communication to computation ratio than that of
the hardware cache coherence approach. The unit cost of
communication of a shared virtual memory implementation
is often higher than that of a hardware implementation.
Second, synchronization primitives are relatively slow because they are implemented through explicit, synchronous
messages. Third, performing the memory coherence protocol
in software is expensive because the computation has to
be interrupted to service both local and remote memory
coherence protocol requests.
The known software approach to reducing the overhead
of shared virtual memory is to employ relaxed memory
consistency models such as Release Consistency (RC) and
Lazy Release Consistency (LRC) [8, 22]. Both protocols
allow multiple writers while avoiding false sharing, and both
reduce overheads by maintaining coherence only at acquire
and release synchronization points. The two di er on how
eagerly they reconcile updates: the RC protocol propagates
updates on release, whereas the LRC protocol postpones
update propagations until the next acquire. Although previous prototypes have shown reasonably good performance for
some applications on small systems [21], protocol overhead
becomes substantial on large-scale systems. Our own
experience shows that many applications do not speedup
well using standard LRC-based shared virtual memory on
a 32-node machine, and that the speedup curves go down
when increasing the number of nodes to 64.
Recently, Automatic Update Release Consistency
(AURC) [15] has been proposed as an alternative LRCbased protocol. The two protocols, AURC and LRC,
have di erent update detection schemes. AURC uses a
hardware mechanism called automatic update for update
detection while LRC detects the updates in software using
di s. Further, in AURC updates are incorporated as
they are produced into a master copy of the shared page
whose ( xed) location is called its home. This makes
update resolution in AURC extremely simple: a single

ABSTRACT

This paper investigates the performance of shared virtual
memory protocols on large-scale multicomputers. Using
experiments on a 64-node Paragon, we show that the
traditional Lazy Release Consistency (LRC) protocol does
not scale well, because of the large number of messages
it requires, the large amount of memory it consumes for
protocol overhead data, and because of the diÆculty of
garbage collecting that data.
To achieve more scalable performance, we introduce and
evaluate two new protocols. The rst, Home-based LRC
(HLRC), is based on the Automatic Update Release Consistency (AURC) protocol. Like AURC, HLRC maintains
a home for each page to which all updates are propagated
and from which all copies are derived. Unlike AURC,
HLRC requires no specialized hardware support. We nd
that the use of homes provides substantial improvements in
performance and scalability over LRC.
Our second protocol, called Overlapped Home-based LRC
(OHLRC), takes advantage of the communication processor
found on each node of the Paragon to ooad some of
the protocol overhead of HLRC from the critical path
followed by the compute processor. We nd that OHLRC
provides modest improvements over HLRC. We also apply
overlapping to the base LRC protocol, with similar results.
Our experiments were done using ve of the Splash-2
benchmarks. We report overall execution times, as well as
detailed breakdowns of elapsed time, message traÆc, and
memory use for each of the protocols.
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Introduction

Shared memory is considered an attractive paradigm
because it provides a simple yet e ective parallel programming model. Research in the last decade shows that it is
diÆcult to build or provide shared memory on a large-scale
system. Although the hardware approach to implementing
cache coherence has been shown to perform quite well, it
requires a high engineering cost [25]. Shared virtual memory
(SVM) [26], on the other hand, is a cost-e ective method
to provide the shared memory abstraction on a network
of computers since it requires no special hardware support.
The main problem with this approach has been its lack of
scalable performance when compared with hardware cache
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full-page fetch from the home. On the other hand, in
standard LRC collections of updates (di s) are distributed
and homeless, making update resolution more diÆcult to
perform. Extensive performance evaluation [16] has shown
that AURC outperforms standard LRC in most cases.
In this paper we propose two new home-based LRC
protocols. The rst, Home-based LRC (HLRC), is similar
to the Automatic Update Release Consistency (AURC)
protocol. Like AURC, HLRC maintains a home for each
page to which all updates are propagated and from which
all copies are derived. Unlike AURC, HLRC requires no
specialized hardware support, using di s as in LRC for
update detection and propagation. This idea of using
a home-based approach to build an all-software protocol
similar to AURC was introduced in [17]. Our second
protocol, called Overlapped Home-based LRC (OHLRC),
takes advantage of the communication processor found on
each node of the Paragon to ooad some of the protocol
overhead of HLRC from the critical path followed by the
compute processor.
To evaluate the performance implications of home-based
LRC, we have implemented four shared virtual memory
protocols on a 64-node Intel Paragon multicomputer: HLRC,
OHLRC, the standard LRC and an overlapped LRC. We
compare the performance of the two home-based protocols
with the two homeless LRC protocols using several Splash-2
benchmark programs. Our results show that the home-based
protocols provide substantial improvements in performance
and scalability over the homeless ones and that protocol
overlapping using a communication processor further adds
only modest improvements. By studying detailed time
breakdowns, communication traÆc, and memory requirements, we show also that the home-based protocols scale
better than the homeless ones.
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processor then compares the dirty copy of the page with the
twin to detect updates and records these in a structure called
a di . The LRC protocol creates di s either eagerly, at the
end of each interval, or lazily, on demand.
On an acquire, the requesting processor invalidates all
pages according to the write-notices received. The rst
access to an invalidated page causes a page fault. The page
fault handler collects all the di s for the page and applies
them locally in the proper causal order to reconstitute the
coherent page. Figure 1(a) shows how the protocol works
with a simple example.
Such a multiple-writer protocol has several bene ts. Since
multiple nodes can update the same page simultaneously,
the protocol can greatly reduce the protocol overhead due
to false sharing. By delaying coherence actions until a
synchronization point, the protocol can reduce the number of
messages for protocol and data, and hence reduce software
protocol overhead. Furthermore, the protocol can reduce
the communication traÆc due to data transfer: instead of
transferring the whole page each time, the protocol transfer
di s to propagate updates.
On the other hand, di processing can be expensive. First,
the di creations and applications all have substantial software overhead and pollute the processor's caches. Second,
the acquiring processor may have to visit more than one
processor to obtain di s when multiple nodes update the
same page simultaneously. Third, even when consecutive
di s of the same page (from multiple synchronization intervals) are obtained from one place, they have to be obtained
as separate di s and applied individually by the faulting
processor. However, multiple di traÆc and application is
avoided when the page has only one writer by transferring
the whole page instead.
The data structures of this protocol can consume a
substantial amount of memory. The memory required to
store di s and write notices can grow quickly since they
cannot be discarded as long as there are nodes that may
still need them. When implementing the protocol on a
large-scale machine, memory consumption can become a
severe problem. To reduce memory consumption the shared
virtual memory system must perform garbage collection
frequently [21].

LRC, AURC, and Home-based LRC

In this section we brie y review the standard Lazy
Release Consistency [22] and Automatic Update Release
Consistency [15] protocols. We then describe our homebased and overlapped protocol variations.

2.1 Lazy Release Consistency

2.2 Automatic Update Release Consistency

The standard LRC [22] is an all-software, page-based,
multiple-writer protocol. It has been implemented and
evaluated in the TreadMarks system [21]. The LRC protocol
postpones updates to shared pages and uses the causal
orders to obtain up-to-date versions. The main idea of the
protocol is to use timestamps, or intervals, to establish the
happen-before ordering between causal-related events. Local
intervals are delimited by synchronization events. In our
implementation an interval on processor P is delimited by
one of the following two events: (i) processor P performs
a remote acquire operation, or (ii) processor P receives a
remote lock request.
Every writer locally records the changes it makes to every
shared page during each interval. When a processor rst
writes a page within a new interval, it saves a copy of the
page, called a twin, before writing to it. When the interval
ends, the processor saves the interval and the page numbers
that were updated in a record called a write-notice. The

The AURC protocol [16] implements Lazy Release Consistency without using any di operations by taking advantage
of the SHRIMP multicomputer's automatic update hardware
mechanism [5, 6]. Automatic update provides write-through
communication between local memory and remote memory
with zero software overhead. Writes to local memory are
snooped o the memory bus, propagated, and performed
on remote memory by the virtual memory-mapped network
interface. AURC uses the automatic update hardware
instead of di s to detect, propagate, and merge the writes
performed by multiple writers on di erent copies of the same
page.
The basic idea of AURC is to have a home copy for every
shared page and to set automatic update mappings such
that writes to other copies of the page are automatically
propagated to the home. In this way the home copy is
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Figure 1: An example of LRC, AURC and Home-based LRC.
always kept up-to-date while the other copies will be updated
on demand by fetching the home copy based on a LRClike invalidation scheme. Vector timestamps are used to
ensure memory coherence before pages are either accessed or
fetched. Figure 1(b) shows how AURC works with a simple
example. Further details can be found in [15, 16].
The AURC protocol has several advantages over the
standard LRC protocol. First, it uses no di operations.
Second, there can be no page faults when accessing home
node pages, so it can reduce the number of page faults if
homes are chosen intelligently. Third, the non-home nodes
can bring their pages up-to-date with a single round-trip
communication (with the home node). Fourth, protocol
data in memory and protocol messages (write-notices) under
AURC are much smaller than under standard LRC.
On the other hand, AURC usually generates higher
memory bus and communication traÆc than LRC, both
because of the write-through nature of the automatic update
mechanism and because page misses always require wholepage transfers. It is nevertheless true that the latter can be
outstripped by larger aggregate di sizes in LRC. Overall,
the major tradeo between AURC and LRC is between
bandwidth and protocol overhead.
In addition, the AURC method requires an automatic
update mechanism. It cannot be implemented on a machine
without the automatic update hardware support.

the updates as di s to their homes. The lifetime of di s
is extremely short, both on the writer nodes and the home
nodes. Writers can discard their di s as soon as they are
sent. Home nodes apply arriving di s to their copies as soon
as they arrive, and can then discard them. Later, on a page
fault following a coherence invalidation, the faulting node
fetches the whole page from the home node. Figure 1(c)
shows an example of how HLRC works.
HLRC inherits most of the advantages of AURC over
standard LRC: accesses to pages on their home nodes cause
no page faults, non-home nodes can bring their shared pages
up-to-date with a single round-trip message, and protocol
data and messages are much smaller than under standard
LRC.
There are two main di erences between HLRC and
AURC. The rst is that the HLRC protocol delays propagating updates until the end of an interval, whereas the AURC
method uses the automatic update mechanism to propagate
eagerly. The second di erence is that the HLRC protocol
merges multiple updates to the same page as di s in software
and sends them together in a single message, whereas the
AURC method may send one or more messages (depending
on the behavior of the hardware update combining mechanism). Thus, the HLRC method pays diÆng overhead to
detect updates and a regular message for each page, whereas
the AURC method pays zero software overhead on update
detection or message initiation.

2.3 A Home-based LRC Protocol

2.4 Overlapped Protocols

We propose a new protocol called Home-based LRC
(HLRC). Similar to the AURC protocol, it uses a \home"
node for each shared page to collect updates from multiple
writers. Unlike the AURC method, it requires no automatic
update hardware support; it can be implemented on workstation clusters or multicomputers with traditional network
interfaces.
The main idea in the HLRC protocol is to compute di s
at the end of an interval to detect updates and to transfer

Many parallel architectures [27, 14, 24, 29] contain dedicated communication and/or protocol processors that take
over most of the overhead of performing these operations
from the compute processor(s). Even though the occupancy
of these processors is in general low, they cannot be used
for general application computation since they are running
a server polling loop in kernel mode. In addition, in most
cases, the communication processor is one generation behind
3




the compute processors.
This section describes two protocol variations, called
Overlapped LRC and Overlapped Home-based LRC, that
extend the use of the communication co-processors on the
Paragon as protocol processors to overlap some of the SVM
protocol overhead with computation.
2.4.1

Overlapped LRC

3

Prototype Implementations

To evaluate the performance of the protocols we have implemented four SVM prototypes on a 64-node Intel Paragon
multicomputer: the standard LRC protocol, the Homebased LRC (HLRC), the Overlapped LRC (OLRC) protocol
and the Overlapped Home-based LRC (OHLRC) protocol.
Standard LRC is our baseline implementation. It runs on the
compute processor without any overlapping. Both OLRC
and OHLRC use the communication processor to overlap
some protocol tasks with computation.

3.1 The Paragon System
The Intel Paragon multicomputer used in our implementation consists of 64 nodes for computation. Each node has
one compute processor and a communication co-processor,
sharing 64 Mbytes of local memory. Both processors are
50 MHz i860 microprocessors with 16 Kbytes of data cache
and 16 Kbytes of instruction cache [18]. The data caches

Overlapped HLRC

The Overlapped HLRC (OHLRC) uses the communication
co-processor to perform three operations:



Service the remote requests for pages at home.

After completing a di of a given page, the co-processor
sends it to the co-processor of the home of that page. There
the di is applied and the timestamps of the corresponding
page are updated. When servicing a page fetch remote
request, the co-processor compares the timestamps in the
request with the local timestamps of that page to ensure
that the required updates are in place. If an element in the
local timestamp vector is smaller than the corresponding
element in the timestamp vector of the fetch request, then
some di s are still in progress and the page request is put
into the pending request list attached to that page. Once all
the necessary di s have been applied, the co-processor sends
the page to the faulting node.
Figure 2(b) shows an example of the OHLRC protocol.
To service remote acquire requests on node 0, the current
interval is ended, the co-processor starts to compute a di ,
and a reply is sent back immediately to node 1, with the
corresponding write notices. Node 1 invalidates the page
holding x and then continues its computation. In the
meantime, the co-processor of node 0 computes di s and
sends them to the appropriate home (node 2). The coprocessor of node 2 receives the di s and applies them to its
local page. The Read(x) operation on node 1 causes a page
fault that triggers a request sent to the home node (node 2).
The co-processor of node 2 services the page request after
checking the timestamps.
OLRC and OHLRC are both overlapped protocols, but
their degrees of overlapping are di erent. Both protocols
overlap di computation and fetching with computation,
but OHLRC also overlaps di applications by performing
them eagerly at the home. It appears that this may cause
OHLRC to transfer more data than OLRC since OHLRC
always fetches full pages from home nodes and OLRC fetches
di s instead. But this is not always true, as shown in our
experiments on communication traÆc. Our experiments
show that OHLRC is the best protocol among the four
protocols.

The Overlapped LRC (OLRC) protocol uses the communication co-processor for two tasks: to perform di s and
to service remote fetch requests. For the rst task the
compute processor asks its co-processor to compute di s at
the end of each interval for all pages that have been updated
during that interval. Once performed, di s are stored and
propagated to remote nodes on demand.
The second task of the co-processor is to service remote
requests for di s and pages without interrupting the compute processor. These requests are sent by remote processors
on a page access fault in order to bring their copies up-todate according to the information previously provided by
the write-notices. The co-processor sends the requested di s
if available. If a di computation is in progress, the coprocessor queues the request until the di is ready. Fullpage requests are issued only when the faulting node does
not have a local copy for the page.
Other operations, like twin creation and di application,
are still performed by the compute processor. Usually,
these do not expose enough overlapping potential to justify
co-processor involvement. Also, the remote lock acquire
operation, which requires coherence control handling, is still
serviced by the main processor. We made this decision in an
early stage of the implementation to keep the co-processor
interface independent of any particular protocol.
Figure 2(a) shows an example of how the OLRC protocol
overlaps its overhead with computation. Before performing
write(x) on node 0, the compute processor creates a twin
for the page holding x. Node 0 then releases the lock.
Later, when node 1 tries to acquire lock l, it sends a lock
request to node 0. After servicing the request, the compute
processor of node 0 asks its co-processor to compute di s.
After acquiring the lock, the compute processor of node 1
invalidates the page holding x and continues its computation.
The read(x) on node 1 causes a page fault, which triggers
a di request sent to node 0. The co-processor of node 0
handles the request. Finally, the compute processor of node
1 receives the di , applies it to its local copy, and continues
its computation.
The OLRC approach is similar to the standard LRC
protocol. Moving the di computation and fetching to
the communication co-processor is easy. Applications could
bene t from overlapping these operations with computation.
At the same time, OLRC has the same drawbacks as
LRC. The overhead of di application as well as memory
consumption can greatly a ect application performance.
2.4.2

Apply di s on the local copy (at the home node).

Compute di s after each interval and send them to their
home node.
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Figure 2: An example of Overlapped LRC and Overlapped Home-based LRC.
are coherent between the two processors. The memory
bus provides a peak bandwidth of 400 MBytes/sec. The
nodes are interconnected with a wormhole routed 2-D mesh
network whose peak bandwidth is 200 Mbytes/sec per
link [31].
The operating system is a micro-kernel based version of
OSF/1 with multicomputer extensions for a parallel programming model and the NX/2 message passing primitives.
The co-processor runs exclusively in kernel mode, and it is
dedicated to communication. The one-way message-passing
latency of a 4-byte NX/2 message on the Paragon is about
50 sec [27]. The transfer bandwidth for large messages
depends on data alignment. When data are aligned properly,
the peak achievable bandwidth at the user level is 175
Mbytes/sec. Without proper alignment, the peak bandwidth
is about 45 Mbytes/sec.
The operating system uses an 8 Kbyte page size for its
virtual memory, though the hardware virtual memory page
size is 4 Kbytes. All implementations use the vm protect
Mach system call to set access protection for shared pages.
Access faults can be handled by either the external memory
manager or the exception handling mechanism. We used the
Mach exception handling mechanism for eÆciency reasons.
In our prototypes for the overlapped protocols we extended the functionality of the communication co-processor
with SVM protocol related operations. The standard LRC
protocol is implemented exclusively at user-level using the
NX/2 message library. For the overlapped protocols we
modi ed the co-processor kernel to perform di -related
operations.

to allow programs written for a release-consistent, sharedmemory multiprocessor to run on our systems without any
modi cation.
In our implementations, all virtual address space can
be shared, and global shared memory can be dynamically
allocated using G MALLOC. A typical program on P processors
starts one process rst that allocates and initializes global
data and then spawns the other P-1 processes. All P
processes perform the computation in parallel and join at
the end. The only synchronization primitives used in the
programs are LOCK, UNLOCK and BARRIER.

3.3 Co-processor Interface
The communication co-processor communicates with the
compute processor via cache-coherent, shared memory. For
each message passing client, which can be a kernel or user
process, there is a page of memory organized as a ring
bu er of request slots, called a post page. The client process
running on the compute processor uses the post page to post
requests to the co-processor and receive results back.
The code on the co-processor is a dispatch loop that runs
in kernel mode with interrupts disabled. This loop inspects
the next active slot in each post page. When it detects a
request in one of the post pages, it uses the request number
as an index in the post switch table and calls the appropriate
send procedure to service the request. After the request is
serviced, the co-processor puts the result or error message
in some location after the message.
Within the dispatch loop, the co-processor also polls the
processor status registers for incoming messages. When a
packet arrives, the dispatch loop reads the packet type to
index into the packet switch table, and calls the appropriate
receive packet procedure.

3.2 Shared Memory API
All four prototypes support the programming interface
used with the Splash-2 [28] benchmark suite. This is
di erent from the APIs supported by other software shared
virtual memory systems, such as TreadMarks. The main
rationale for our decision to implement the Splash-2 API is

3.4 Protocol Extensions
To use the co-processor to overlap some SVM protocol
operations, we extended the communication co-processor
5

code by adding one more request type and one more packet
type to its interface to support the following operations:
Compute Di . This operation is used in both overlapped protocols. The compute processor speci es the page,
page size, and the address of the twin that was previously
created with the clean contents of the page. After the coprocessor validates the passed parameters, it ips the \done"
ag to allow the computation processor to continue, and
then starts computing di s. When the di computation is
complete, the co-processor sends the di together with the
local timestamp to the home node (in the OHLRC case) or
just saves the address of the di in the corresponding write
notice record (in the OLRC case).
Apply Di . This operation is used in the OLRC protocol
to receive new di s. The receiving co-processor transfers
the modi cations to its local copy, updates the home's
ush timestamp for that particular page and processor
accordingly, and services pending page requests if they are
satis ed by the current version of the page.
Fetch Di s. This operation is used in the OLRC
protocol to collect necessary di s. The faulting processor
submits fetch-di requests to other nodes for one or multiple
di s. The co-processor of the destination node services the
requests when the di computation is complete.
Fetch Page. The fetch-page operation is used in both
overlapped protocols. On a memory access miss, the faulting
processor in the OHLRC protocol sends a page request to
the co-processor of the home node with the vector of lock
timestamps for that page, whereas in the OLRC protocol
the page request is sent to a member in the approximate
copyset for that page. The co-processor of the remote node
either services this request if the page is ready, or simply puts
it in a page request list. The page will be sent out when all
the required di s have arrived and have been applied.

which are distributed on various nodes. All last writers
for each individual shared page need to validate the page
by requesting all the missing di s from other nodes. The
non-last writers can simply invalidate the page, and modify
the copyset for that page. After this phase, the collection
algorithm can clean up the heaps and data structures.
For the HLRC and OHLRC protocols, there is no need to
perform garbage collection since no di s or write notices are
ever stored beyond a release or barrier.
4

Performance

This section presents performance results for our implementations on ve benchmark programs. We begin with
a description of the benchmark applications and problem
sizes used. We then evaluate the overall performance of
the four protocols on these benchmarks, using speedup on
8, 32, and 64 processors as the metric. We conclude by
examining the experimental results in more detail, giving
execution time breakdowns, communication traÆc, and
memory requirements.

4.1 Applications
To evaluate the performance of our implementations, we
used two kernels (LU and SOR) and three applications
(Water-Nsquared, Water-Spatial and Raytrace), four of
which (LU, Water-Nsquared, Water-Spatial and Raytrace)
are from the Splash-2 suite. Although the names of two
of the applications (Water-Nsquared and Water-Spatial)
indicate a similar problem, the algorithms and their sharing
patterns are di erent.
Application

3.5 Synchronization and Garbage Collection

LU
SOR
Water-Nsquared
Water-Spatial
Raytrace

Synchronization handling and related coherence checking
for all four prototypes is implemented at user level using
NX/2 messages. Each lock has a manager, which is assigned
in a round-robin fashion among the processors. The manager
keeps track of which processor has most recently requested
the lock. All lock acquire requests are sent to the manager
unless the node itself holds the lock. The manager forwards
the lock request to the processor that last requested the lock.
The request message contains the current maximal vector
timestamp of the acquiring processor. When the lock arrives,
it contains the releaser's knowledge of all time intervals for
the requester to update its timestamp vectors.
Barriers are also implemented using a centralized manager
algorithm. When a barrier is entered, each node sends the
barrier manager the write notices for all intervals that the
manager has not seen. The barrier manager collects the
intervals from all other nodes, computes the maximal timestamp, and selectively forwards the missing write notices to
each node.
For LRC and OLRC, barrier synchronizations trigger
garbage collection of protocol data structures when the
free memory is below a certain threshold, similar to the
approach used in TreadMarks [21]. Garbage collection is
quite complex because it needs to collect all \live" di s,

Problem Size
2048  2048
1024  4096
4096 molecules
4096 molecules
Balls4.env(256x256)

Sequential
Execution
Time (secs)
1,028
1,360
1,130
1,080
956

Table 1: Benchmark applications, problem sizes, and sequential execution times.

LU performs blocked LU factorization of a dense matrix.
The matrix is decomposed in contiguous blocks that are distributed to processors in contiguous chunks. Therefore this
kernel exhibits coarse-grain sharing and low synchronization
to computation frequency, but the computation is inherently
unbalanced. The results presented in this section are for a
2048  2048 matrix with 32  32 blocks.
SOR is a kernel from the suite of programs used in
TreadMarks. It corresponds to the red-black successive
over-relaxation (SOR) method for solving partial di erential
equations. The black and red arrays are partitioned into
roughly equal size bands of rows, which are distributed
among the processors. Communication occurs across the
boundary rows between bands and is synchronized with
barriers. We ran the kernel with a 1024  4096 matrix for
51 iterations starting, as in Treadmarks, with all elements
6

initialized randomly. We chose to run this kernel, in
particular, to allow some extreme case comparison between
the protocols.
Water-Nsquared simulates a system of water molecules
in liquid state, using an O(n2 ) brute force method with a cuto radius. The water molecules are allocated contiguously in
an array of n molecules, and partitioned among processors
into contiguous pieces of n=p molecules each. The interesting
communication occurs at the end of each step when each
processor updates its own n=p molecules and the following
(n=2 n=p) molecules of other processors in the array, using
per-partition locks to protect these updates.
Water-Spatial solves the same problem as WaterNsquared, but uses a spatial directory rather than a bruteforce method, making it more suitable for large problems.
The 3-d physical space is broken up into cells, and each
processor is assigned a contiguous cubical partition of cells
together with the linked lists of molecules currently within
those cells. A processor reads data from those processors
that own cells on the boundary of its partition. Molecules
migrate slowly between cells, so the irregularity of the application, although present, has little impact on performance.
Raytrace renders complex scenes in computer graphics
using an optimized ray tracing method. The accesses to
the scene data, into which rays are shot in this program,
are read-only and relatively uninteresting other than the
fact that they cause fragmentation. The interesting communication occurs in task stealing using distributed task
queues, and in updating pixels in the image plane as part of
a task. Both types of access patterns are ne-grained and
cause considerable false sharing and fragmentation at the
page level. The original Splash-2 application was modi ed
to reorganize the task queues and remove unnecessary
synchronization to alleviate the problems observed in [16].
Table 1 shows the problem sizes and their sequential
execution times. For all applications we chose relatively
large problem sizes, each requiring approximately 20 minutes
of sequential execution. Problem sizes were determined by
the capabilities of our four prototypes: although the homebased protocols can run larger problems, we chose the largest
problems runnable under all protocols and all machine sizes
for the sake of comparison.

6 for Raytrace. For two of these applications (Water Spatial
and Raytrace) the speedups under the LRC protocol actually
drop when going from 32 to 64 processors. Obviously such
insights would have been impossible to guess from the 8processor runs, where the performance of the home-based
and homeless protocols are very close.
The overlapped protocols provide modest improvements
over the non-overlapped ones. The range of speedup
improvements varies among applications, from as little as
2-3% to as much as 30%.
Summarizing, given the limitations of the Paragon architecture (e.g., large message latency and high interrupt cost,
as explained next), all ve real Splash-2 applications perform
surprisingly well under the home-based protocols, with more
than 50% parallel eÆciency on 32 nodes, and between 30%
and 66% on 64 nodes.
We now turn to a more detailed examination of these results, starting with the determination of the basic operation
costs on the Paragon that provide the context in which the
results can be better understood.

4.3 Cost of Basic Operations
Table 3 shows the costs of important basic operations on
the Intel Paragon.
Operation
Message Latency
Page Transfer
Receive Interrupt
Twin Copy
Di Creation
Di Application
Page Fault
Page Invalidation
Page Protection

Time in microseconds
50
92
690
120
380-560
0-430
290
200
50

Table 3: Timings for basic operations on the Intel Paragon
Using the basic operation costs we can determine the
minimum cost (assuming no contention) for a page miss and
a lock acquire. In a non-overlapped protocol, like HLRC,
a page miss takes at least 290+50+690+92+50=1,172 microseconds for a full page transfer. In an overlapped
protocol, such as OHLRC, the same page miss takes only
290+50+92+50=482 microseconds. Similarly, a page miss
in LRC takes at least 290+50+690+50+50=1,130 microseconds without overlapping and 440 microseconds with overlapping for one single-word di transfer. A remote acquire
request, which is intermediated by the home of the lock, costs
at least 50+690+50+690+50=1,550 microseconds. This
could be reduced to only 150 microseconds if this service
were moved to the co-processor.

4.2 Overall Performance: Speedups
Table 2 summarizes the speedups for the LRC, HLRC,
OLRC and OHLRC implementations on 8, 32 and 64
nodes. There are two key observations to be made here.
First, the home-based LRC protocols(HLRC and OHLRC)
clearly outperform their \homeless" counterparts (LRC and
OLRC) with one exception (Water-Spatial on 8 node, nonoverlapped protocols), in which case the speedups are comparable. These results are consistent with those obtained
through simulation in the comparison between LRC and
AURC [16]. Second, the performance gap between home
and homeless protocols increases dramatically for 32 and 64
processors con gurations. This result, which is consistent
across all applications, reveals a signi cant di erence in
scalability between the two classes of protocols. For instance,
the di erence in speedups between HLRC and LRC for 64
processors reaches a factor of 1.7 for LU, a factor of 2 for
Water Spatial, a factor of 3 for SOR and a factor of almost

4.4 Home E ect
Table 4 shows the frequency of page faults and di related
operations for HLRC and LRC on 8 and 64-nodes. (We do
not give results for the overlapped protocols because they
are similar to the non-overlapped ones.) There are several
\home e ects" revealed by this table. First, since the home's
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Application
LU
SOR
Water-Nsquared
Water-Spatial
Raytrace

LRC
4.4
4.3
6.7
7.4
6.9

8 nodes
O
H
LRC LRC
4.7
5.2
4.8
6.4
7.0
7.0
7.5
7.4
7.1
7.6

OH
LRC
6.0
6.5
7.1
7.7
7.7

LRC
11.5
13.0
11.7
14.1
10.6

32 nodes
O
H
LRC LRC
13.5 13.9
13.6 22.7
14.0 18.9
17.1
20
10.6 26.8

OH
LRC
16.6
23.6
21.0
23.5
28.0

LRC
15.5
12.3
10.6
7.4

64 nodes
O
H
LRC LRC
16.8 27.0
12.6 35.7
19.2
11.5 22.6
7.4
40.6

OH
LRC
29.1
36.9
20.6
26.4
43.0

Table 2: Speedups on the Intel Paragon with 8, 32, 64 nodes.

Application
LU
SOR
Water
Nsquared
Water
Spatial
Raytrace

Number
of nodes
nodes
8
64
8
64
8
32
8
64
8
64

Read
misses
LRC HLRC
1,050 1,050
452
452
343
343
385
385
938
811
893
859
1,361 1,356
918
878
339
209
108
87

Di s
Created
LRC HLRC
5,704
0
1,396
0
25,088
0
3136
0
1,266
810
956
815
466
10
122
66
551
733
83
103

Di s
Applied
LRC HLRC
0
0
0
0
171
0
342
0
4,809
810
8,742
815
74
10
3,948
66
3,591
733
2,368
103

Lock
Acquires
0
0
0
0
652
556
11
11
340
94

Barriers
64
128
98
98
12
12
10
10
1
1

Table 4: Average number of operations on each node.
copy of the page is eagerly updated, page faults do not occur
and di s are not created at the home. This can lead to
substantial protocol savings, particularly if there is a one
writer- multiple readers sharing pattern and the writer is
chosen as the home. This explains why no di s are created
for LU and SOR.
The other three applications also have reduced page faults
and di s due to the home e ect. However, sometimes
HLRC creates slightly more di s than LRC, as shown in
the Raytrace application, because of laziness.
Finally, the home-based protocols have fewer di applications than the homeless ones because home-based
protocols apply di s eagerly but only once, whereas the
homeless protocols may apply di s multiple times.

Synchronization cost dominates the total overhead. To
identify the sources of the execution imbalance among
processors, we instrumented all applications to collect per
processor execution time breakdowns between two consecutive barriers. Figure 4 shows per-processor breakdowns
of the execution time for Water-Nsquared between barriers
9 and 10 for both LRC and HLRC protocols on 8 and 64
processors. For 8 processors the imbalance is small and
mostly due to computation imbalance. For 64 processors the
computation time is evenly distributed among processors; in
this case almost all the imbalance is due to lock contention
and communication imbalance.
Lock waiting time is signi cant because page misses occur
in critical sections. Therefore variations in the data transfer
time are re ected in the lock waiting time as well. For
instance, in Water-Nsquared the lock waiting time is larger
under LRC than under HLRC because the data transfer time
is larger as well. Lock waiting time can cause execution
imbalance due to serialization of lock acquisitions when lock
contention occurs. For Water-Nsquared, which is a regular
application, lock contention occurs when an imbalance in
data transfer time occurs. This explains why there is
an imbalance in the lock waiting time for LRC but not
for HLRC. For irregular applications, like Water Spatial,
imbalance in the lock waiting time occurs even when data
transfer time is balanced.
For regular applications data transfer time imbalance
occurs as a result of serialization when multiple data requests
arrive at the same processor simultaneously. We call this
situation a \hot spot". Homeless protocols are likely
to generate hot spots more frequently than home-based

4.5 Time Breakdowns
To better understand where time goes, we instrumented
our systems to collect the average execution time breakdowns per node. Figure 3 shows the breakdowns, including
the computation time, data transfer time, garbage collection
time, synchronization time including locks and barriers, and
protocol overhead. Protocol overhead includes di and twin
creation, di application, write-notice handling, and remote
request service.
We use Water-Nsquared (Figure 3(c)) as an example to
introduce the time breakdown analysis. In both the 8- and
32-node cases, the speedups of HLRC are better than LRC,
with the advantage more signi cant in the 32-node case. The
time breakdowns show that the di erences are due to the
reduction of both lock and barrier synchronization time, of
data transfer time, and of protocol overhead.
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Figure 3: Time breakdowns of LU, SOR, Water-Nsquared,Water-Spatial and Raytrace.
protocols because in the homeless protocols updates usually
are collected from the last writer, whereas in the home-based
protocols updates are distributed to homes. This situation
occurs for instance in Water-Nsquared, which exhibits a
multiple-writer multiple-reader sharing pattern with coarsegrained read and writes [16].
The second dominating overhead is data transfer time.
The data transfer times of HLRC are smaller than those of
LRC for three reasons. First, for regular applications with
coarse-grain sharing and migratory data patterns [16], the
data traÆc to service page misses is higher for the homeless
protocol than for the home-based protocol. This is counterintuitive, since LRC transfers di s whereas HLRC always
transfers full pages. However, migratory data patterns
can produce aggregate di sizes in LRC signi cantly larger
than a page. Second, LRC has to apply the di s on
the faulting page following the happen-before partial order,
whereas HLRC does not require any additional processing
after fetching. Third, HLRC has fewer page misses because
of the home e ect.
By ooading some of the protocol overhead from the critical path to the communication processors, the overlapped
protocols reduce data transfer time, protocol overhead, and
synchronization time. Data transfer time is reduced because

the remote fetch requests are handled on the communication
processor. Synchronization cost is reduced slightly because
overlapping does not change the execution imbalance among
the processors. Protocol time is always reduced with overlapping, but its relative contribution to the total execution
time is small.
The performance analysis for Water-Nsquared holds for
the other applications as well. The 8-processor run of WaterSpatial reveals a case in which HLRC performs slightly worse
than LRC. Although Water-Spatial induces a multiple-writer
sharing pattern at page level [16], for a small number of
steps (two in our case) most pages are single-writer, so LRC
and HLRC are similar in terms of data traÆc. However, the
message-size limitation of the Paragon, forces HLRC to send
more physical messages, thus increasing the data transfer
time comparing with LRC.

4.6 Communication TraÆc
Table 5 shows the communication traÆc of the LRC
and HLRC prototypes for all applications. The traÆc
information gives us several insights that substantiate our
time breakdown analysis. Since the overlapped protocols
have approximatively the same communication traÆc as the
non-overlapped ones, we compare only HLRC with LRC.
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Figure 4: Time breakdowns of Water-Nsquared between barriers 9 and 10.
For each created di , HLRC always sends one message to
update the home. In addition one message is always enough
in HLRC to satisfy any page miss. On the other hand, a
homeless LRC protocol requires at least one message per
page miss. It requires exactly one when there is only one
writer per page or when the page contains migratory data
(in which case all the di s are found at the last writer).
If there is only one writer per page, as in SOR, the two
protocols send about the same number of messages unless
LRC is penalized by the garbage collection process, as in
LU, in which case it requires additional messages to fetch
pages. In a regular migratory data application, like WaterNsquared, HLRC ends up sending more messages than LRC
because of the additional messages sent to update the homes
eagerly. In the common case, which corresponds to multiple
reader and writer pages, as in Raytrace, LRC sends more
messages than HLRC because it requires more than one di
message to satisfy a page miss.
For applications with predominantly single-writer pages,
such as LU and Water-Spatial, the amount of update-related
traÆc in HLRC and LRC is similar because LRC can avoid
di aggregation. In SOR, which also exposes single-writer
pages, LRC data traÆc is a ected by garbage collection.
For applications with multiple-writer pages, such as WaterNsquared or Water-Spatial, on 64 processors the data traÆc
under HLRC is substantially less than under LRC.
For applications with ne-grain sharing, like Raytrace,
the comparison moves towards what we expected to be the
typical comparison pattern between HLRC and LRC: more
messages in LRC and more traÆc in HLRC. This leads to a
latency vs bandwidth tradeo in the comparison of the two

protocols with respect to data transfer time. For instance,
systems like the Paragon (as well as ATM networks), which
has relatively high message latency and high bandwidth, are
likely to bene t more from the home-based protocols.
Finally, for the protocol traÆc, the home based LRC
approach is consistently cheaper than the homeless LRC
protocol. The homeless protocol sends more protocol related
data than a home-based one, especially for large number
of processors where write notices can become substantially
larger due to full vector timestamp inclusion.
In conclusion, home-based protocols scale better than the
homeless protocols in terms of protocol traÆc.

4.7 Memory Requirements
Protocol memory requirement is an important criterion
for scalability. It directly a ects application performance
in two ways: the limitation on the problem sizes and the
frequency of garbage collection of protocol related data.
Table 6 reveals some interesting facts. If a garbage
collection is triggered only at barriers (as we actually implemented in our prototypes), then the memory requirement of
homeless protocols can be even larger than the application
memory (by a factor of 8 in Water-Nsquared). On the
other hand, the memory used by the home-based protocols is
only a small percentage of the application memory (10% to
25%). As we increase the number of processors, the memory
required for protocol data doesn't change much in HLRC,
but in LRC it can increase dramatically (Water-Spatial and
Raytrace). Although it is possible to reorganize the data
structures to reduce the memory consumption, we do not
expect that the overall picture would change dramatically.
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Application
LU
SOR
Water-Nsquared
Water-Spatial
Raytrace

Number
of
nodes
nodes
8
64
8
64
8
32
8
64
8
64

Update traÆc
Number of
Message traÆc
messages
(Mbytes)
LRC HLRC LRC HLRC
1,050 1,050
8.6
8.6
452
452
3.7
3.7
343
343
4.2
2.8
385
385
6.0
3.2
1,102 1,621 16.1
6.8
1,421 1,674 11.5
7.1
1,360 1,366
7.3
7.3
2,581
944
16.4
4.7
1,069
942
1.46
1.43
2,368
190
0.10
0.61

Protocol traÆc
Number of
Message traÆc
messages
(Mbytes)
LRC HLRC LRC HLRC
1,178 1,178 0.28
0.16
708
708
1.7
0.6
538
538
0.95
0.76
581
581
2.6
0.9
2,784 2,531
1.8
0.8
3,093 2,493
6.7
1.2
1,411 1,403 0.06
0.03
2,628
925
0.42
0.08
1,446
586
0.44
0.22
403
313
0.52
0.20

Table 5: Average communication traÆc on each node.
Application
(memory
used)
LU
(32 Mbytes)
SOR
(33 Mbytes)
Water-Nsquared
(2.5 Mbytes)
Water-Spatial
(4.8 Mbytes)
Raytrace
(10.2 Mbytes)

Number
of
nodes
8
64
8
64
8
32
8
64
8
64

Twins
LRC HLRC
4.2
0
2.5
0
4.2
0
2.3
0
7.3
0.3
3.9
0.1
2.8
0.5
0.4
0.1
0.4
0.4
0.7
0.1

Protocol data structure memory used (Mbytes)
Di s
Page table
Write notices
LRC HLRC LRC HLRC LRC HLRC
4.4
0
1.3
2.6
0.1
0.1
2.7
0
1.3
2.6
1.3
0.2
8.4
0
1.3
2.6
0.13 0.008
5.2
0
1.3
2.6
0.9
0.009
10.8
0
0.1
0.2
1.8
0.04
4.2
0
0.1
0.2
5.4
0.15
6.4
0
0.2
0.4
0.12 0.003
12.0
0
0.2
0.4
0.4
0.01
0.6
0
0.3
0.6
0.8
0.1
13
0
0.3
0.7
1.3
0.1

Total
LRC HLRC
10.0
2.8
7.8
2.8
14.3
2.6
9.8
2.6
20.0
0.54
13.6
0.45
9.5
0.9
13.0
0.5
2.1
1.1
15.2
0.9

Table 6: Average memory requirements on each node.
Out of the various protocol data structures, the major
memory consumers are the di s and the write notices. In
HLRC, di s are discarded almost immediately after they are
created or applied, while in LRC they have to be kept for an
inde nite amount of time (until the garbage collection time
in most cases). Write notices can consume a large amount of
memory. For instance, the LRC protocol consumes about 5
Mbytes of memory on each of the 32 processors to store write
notices in the Water-Nsquared application. Since the writenotice data structure includes the full vector timestamps in
the homeless protocols, the storage requirement increases
proportionally with the number of processors.
In short, home-based protocols scale much better than the
homeless ones with respect to memory requirements.

4.8 Discussion

As a consequence, a roundtrip communication for either a
page or lock transfer is at best on the order of a millisecond.
Current network technologies [6, 13, 7], as well as aggressive
software for fast interrupts, exceptions [30] and virtual
memory mapped communication [10, 11] have brought such
latencies down signi cantly to the neighborhood of a couple of microseconds. An interesting question is to what
extent our results are speci c to the Paragon architecture
and how they would be a ected by di erent architectural
parameters. Fast interrupts and low latency messages make
the roundtrips shorter and since LRC has usually more
messages than HLRC it is likely that the homeless protocols
will bene t more from these architectural improvements.
Therefore, the performance gap between the home-based and
the homeless protocols would probably be smaller on such
architectures.

An interesting question is whether home-based protocols
are always better than homeless ones. The performance evaluation we have conducted on the Paragon provides limited
answers towards a complete understanding of the tradeo s
between home-based and homeless LRC protocols. The
Paragon architecture is characterized by message latency,
page fault, and interrupt times that are relatively large
compared with memory and network bandwidth (Table 3).

Our performance evaluation shows that home-based protocols perform much better than the homeless ones for
three regular applications with coarse-grain sharing and
for two irregular applications with small communication to
computation ratios. The traÆc ratio for the two classes
of protocols will probably be di erent if ne-grain sharing
dominates. To help answer this question we ran SOR with
all elements 0, except at the edges. Under this initialization,
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the interior elements of the matrix do not change for the rst
many iterations. Consequently, these pages have no updates
during those intervals, and so do not produce di s. Even
when di s are produced later in the computation, there is
only a single writer per page, a single di of produced per
interval, and the di size increases gradually. Consequently,
the conditions of this experiment favor LRC over HLRC,
which must transfer full pages. Despite these factors, the
experimental results show that HLRC is still 10% better
than LRC. This experiment suggests that HLRC is likely
to have robust performance behavior for a large number of
applications.

communication co-processor is used to perform, transfer, and
apply the di s.
In a recent work [23], Keleher has shown that a simple
single-writer LRC protocol perform almost as well as a
more complicated multiple-writer LRC. His protocol totally
eliminates di -ing at the expense of a higher bandwidth
requirement for full page transfers. Our home-based protocols support multiple writers using di s but replace most
of the di traÆc with full page traÆc. The home-based
protocols reduce to a single-writer protocol for applications
that exhibit one-writer multiple-readers sharing patterns,
like SOR or LU.
Other relaxed consistency models include Entry Consistency [3] and Scope Consistency [17]. Both models take
advantage of the association of data with locks, either
explicitly (Entry Consistency) or implicitly (Scope Consistency), to reduce the protocol overhead. Both Orca [2]
and CRL [19] are designed to implement distributed shared
memory by maintaining coherence at object level instead
of page level. These methods require specialized APIs,
unlike the prototype systems presented in this paper. Our
systems allow programs written for a release-consistent,
shared-memory multiprocessor to run without modi cation.
Several multicomputers use a dedicated co-processor for
communication on each node. Examples include the Intel
Paragon [27] and the Meiko CS-2 [14]. The Typhoon [29]
system uses a special hardware board to detect access
faults at ne granularity and implements distributed shared
memory on a network of HyperSparc workstations. It uses
one of the two CPUs in the dual-processor workstation as
a protocol processor. In the Flash multiprocessor [24], each
node contains a programmable processor called MAGIC that
performs protocol operations and handles all communications within the node and among all nodes. Neither system
uses LRC-based relaxed consistency models.
Bianchini et al. [4] proposed a dedicated protocol controller to ooad some of the communication and coherence
overheads from the computation processor. Using simulations they show that such a protocol processor can double the
performance of TreadMarks on a 16-node con guration and
that di prefetching is not always bene cial. The protocol
they evaluate is similar to our overlapped homeless LRC
protocol (OLRC).
A recent study [20] investigated how to build an SVM
system on a network of SMPs. They studied the tradeo s
of using a dedicated processor or the spare cycles of a
compute processor to execute coherence protocol. The study
is limited to simulations.

4.9 Limitations
In addition to the Paragon communication parameters
there are several speci c limitations in our experiments.
The virtual memory page size used in the OSF-1 operating
system is 8 Kbytes, although the hardware allows 4 Kbyte
page size. We have not been able to modify the virtual
memory system to change the page size to conduct more
experiments. Asynchronous receives are not interruptible.
The Paragon NX/2 message layer cannot support message
packets larger than the page size. This limitation can
a ect both HLRC and LRC. HLRC has always to send two
messages in reply of a page fetch request: one with the page
and the other with the timestamps of the page. In LRC when
the aggregate di size exceeds the page size, the number of
actual messages sent is larger than the number of logical
messages.
Several possible optimizations are still unexplored. Synchronization operations have been implemented in a
straightforward way using NX/2 messages and centralized
algorithms. Overlapping using the communication processor
was not employed for coherence and synchronization control.
Finally, we have reported the results for only ve applications and for a single problem size.
5

Related Work

Since shared virtual memory was rst proposed ten years
ago [26], a lot of work has been done on it. The Release
Consistency (RC) model was proposed in order to improve
hardware cache coherence [12]. The model was used to
implement shared virtual memory and reduce false sharing
by allowing multiple writers [8]. Lazy Release Consistency
(LRC) [22, 9, 1] further relaxed the RC protocol to reduce
protocol overhead. TreadMarks [21] was the rst SVM implementation using the LRC protocol on a network of stock
computers. That implementation has achieved respectable
performance on small-scale machines.
The recently proposed Automatic Update Release Consistency protocol (AURC) [15] is an LRC protocol that
takes advantage of the automatic update mechanism in
virtual memory-mapped communication. The idea of using
a home-based approach to build an all-software protocol
similar to AURC was proposed in [17]. Our home-based
LRC protocols are based on the AURC protocol, but the
updates are detected in software using di s, as in the
standard LRC. A degree of overlapping similar to the one
the automatic update mechanism provides is achieved in our
Overlapped Home-based LRC (OHLRC) protocol, where the

6

Conclusions

This paper proposes two new home-based protocols based
on Lazy Release Consistency (LRC): Home-based HLRC
(HLRC) and Overlapped Home-based LRC (OHLRC). Our
experiments with ve applications on a 64-node Intel
Paragon multicomputer show that the home-based protocols
perform and scale substantially better than their homeless
counterparts. To our knowledge this is the rst performance
study of a page-based software shared memory system on
such a large con guration. We have also found that protocol
overlapping using the communication processor provides
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only modest performance improvement.
The HLRC protocol outperforms the standard LRC protocol for several reasons:
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Synchronization cost is higher for the homeless protocols. This is because the waiting time depends to
a large extent on the data transfer time, which is
both larger and possibly imbalanced in the homeless
protocols. For all applications, the synchronization cost
is the main component limiting performance for large
con gurations.
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Data transfer time is also larger for the homeless LRC
protocols. Data traÆc is usually larger in LRC because
the aggregate di size fetched on a page miss in LRC
can exceed the size of a page, the xed transfer size in
HLRC. Also, the number of messages is usually larger
in LRC. Finally, hot spots are likely to occur more
frequently for a homeless protocol.
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A home-based protocol is simpler than a homeless
one. As a consequence, HLRC produces less protocol
overhead, generates less protocol traÆc, and requires
substantially less memory than LRC. Di garbage
collection is not required in HLRC because di s have a
very short lifetime in a home-based protocol.
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An interesting question is whether home-based protocols
are always better than homeless ones. While our study
provides only limited answers, it suggests that home-based
protocols are likely to perform robustly for a large number
of applications.
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